Validation of a universal set of primers to study animal-associated microeukaryotic communities
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Summary

The application of metabarcoding to study animal-associated microeukaryotes has been restricted because the universal barcode used to study microeukaryotic ecology and distribution in the environment, the Small Subunit of the Ribosomal RNA gene (18S rRNA), is also present in the host. As a result, when host-associated microbial eukaryotes are analysed by metabarcoding, the reads tend to be dominated by host sequences. We have done an in silico validation against the SILVA 18S rRNA database of a non-metazoan primer set (primers that are biased against the metazoan 18S rRNA) that recovers only 2.6% of all the metazoan sequences, while recovering most of the other eukaryotes (80.4%). Among metazoans, the non-metazoan primers are predicted to amplify 74% of Porifera sequences, 4% of Ctenophora, and 15% of Cnidaria, while amplifying almost no sequences within Bilateria. In vivo, these non-metazoan primers reduce significantly the animal signal from coral and human samples, and when compared against universal primers provide at worst a 2-fold decrease in the number of metazoan reads and at best a 2800-fold decrease. This easy, inexpensive, and near-universal method for the study of animal-associated microeukaryotes diversity will contribute to a better understanding of the microbiome.

Introduction

Since the publication of the human microbiome consortium paper (Huttenhower et al., 2012), there has been an acceleration in the study of host-associated microbes using metabarcoding methods in many different animal systems. While the term “microbe” encapsulates a wide range of microbial organisms, most studies focus exclusively on bacteria and archaea (McFall-Ngai et al., 2013), some focus on fungi (Nash et al., 2017), and only a few focus on other microeukaryotes (microbial unicellular eukaryotes) like protists (Andersen et al., 2013). However, protists are a part of a healthy microbiota and play a relevant role in the mammal gut ecosystem (including humans) (Scanlan et al., 2014), altering the diversity and composition of the gut communities as a whole (Morton et al., 2015), interacting directly with the host immune system, and even contributing to mucosal immunity conferring disease protection (Chudnovskiy et al., 2016). In other animals, beyond mammals, microeukaryotes contribute to key host processes, like cellulose digestion in termites (Brune, 2014), and in some cases, like the
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zooxanthellae in corals, are crucial for the survival of the host (Glynn, 1993). Apart from these many beneficial roles, microeukaryotes are also well-known parasites, and their action can have dramatic effects on the fitness of the host (Stensvold and van der Giezen, 2018).

There are several reasons why the microeukaryotic members of the microbiome have been largely overlooked so far. For one, bacteria are, in general, the primary or only focus of most microbiological work, not only in host-associated environments but also in other systems (Keeling and Campo, 2017). But in the case of host-associated microeukaryotes, there is an additional technical issue that complicates the study of microeukaryotes using metabarocding. The most common markers used for metabarocding are 16S rRNA for bacteria, ITS for fungi and 18S rRNA for the microeukaryotes in general, including fungi. All of them have been applied in free-living environments but their success differs when used in animal-associated ones. The main issue is that the sequences recovered from PCR using universal 18S primers are mostly from the host and not its microeukaryotic microbiome (Parfrey et al., 2014; Wilmes et al., 2017; Wilcox and Hollocher, 2018), sometimes by many orders of magnitude. One solution to this problem is to use blocking primers in the PCR reaction, which are chemically modified primers (with a C3 spacer) that target the host 18S rRNA and will prevent the extension during the PCR when using universal primers. But because metazoans are so diverse, blocking primers have to be specifically designed case by case for each host (Boessenkool et al., 2012; Wilcox et al., 2014; Hino et al., 2016; Belda et al., 2017), so this might be suitable for a subject of intensive study like humans, but not for any broader study of animal microbiome diversity. Another option is to use specific primers for eukaryotes that avoid a particular host (Waidele et al., 2017), this approach appears to be easier than the use of blocking primers, but once again requires a specific set of primers for every metazoan group. Similarly, one particular lineage of eukaryotes can be investigated using primers specific for that group and excluding animals (like those used for fungi), but in this case, no other aspect of the eukaryotic diversity can be assessed.

We sought to test a universally applicable approach to recover the eukaryotic component of the microbiome, the eukaryome (Lukeš et al., 2015), from as many animals as possible, and in the easiest and least expensive manner. To this end, we screened the parasitology literature for primers that have been used to detect parasites in animals, and we focused on studies that screened for parasites in a wide range of hosts. In one study, by Bower and colleagues (2004), they assessed primers in “mock communities” consisting of metazoan tissue mixed with parasites from culture and identified a pair of primers (18S-EUK581-F and 18S-EUK1134-R) to use in what they defined as a universal non-metazoan polymerase chain reaction (UNonMet-PCR). These non-metazoan primers are biased against the amplification of the metazoan signal but they still amplify the rest of eukaryotes. Bower et al. screened for several kinds of parasites in a broad range of metazoans, from mollusks, to nematodes, to fish. We considered these primers a potential candidate for the study of the eukaryome as a whole using a metabarocding approach and in this study we test them in silico and in vivo.

Results

Based on the results of Bower et al. and our own amplifications, the product of the UNonMet-PCR primers was typically 600 bp, and when aligned against the Saccharomyces cerevisiae 18S rRNA gene, the ampicon covers the V4 and flanking regions. We first tested the UNonMet-PCR primers in silico against the SILVA 18S rRNA Reference Database (Yilmaz et al., 2014). The SILVA database contains all the 18S rRNA sequences longer than 1200 bp present in GenBank, and it is considered a reliable source for probe and primer design. Testing the UNonMet-PCR primers against SILVA recovered only 2.6% of the metazoan 18S rRNA reads that were present, whereas they still performed well with the rest of the Eukaryotic groups (80.4%), except among excavates, which will be discussed below (Fig. 1). Examining the distribution of the metazoan recovered diversity in more detail reveals that most of the reads came from sponges—the primers recover up to 74% of the sponge reads present in SILVA—as well as a small number of cnophores (4%) and cnidarians (15%). Fewer than 1% of reads from bilaterians are recovered (Fig. 2A).

Next, we compared these results with in silico tests of the most commonly used primers in microeukaryotic metabarocding (Supporting Information Supplementary Table 1). For the comparison, we selected 4 sets of universal 18S primers, based on their relevance in current publications and potential to limit metazoans. TAREuk454FWD1 and TAREukREV3 amplify the V4 region and were used in the European coastal study BioMarkKs (Stoeck et al., 2010; Massana et al., 2015) and the global ocean survey Malasington (Pernice et al., 2016), and have subsequently become the most widely used V4 primers; E572F and E1009R (Amaral-Zettler et al., 2009) are the V9 universal primers suggested by the Earth Microbiome Project (Gilbert et al., 2014); 1391F and EuKb also amplify the V9 region and were used by the Tara Oceans Consortium (de Vargas et al., 2015). Both sets of V9 primers are widely used. Additionally, we analysed a set of V4 universal primers E572F and E1009R developed by Comeau et al. (2011) as the published V4 universal primers that recover fewer...
metazoan signal. Focusing on the percentage of metazoans reads recovered, the UNonMet-PCR primers recover the fewest and TAReuk recovers the most. The Tara Oceans primers also recover relatively few metazoans; however, their performance with the rest of eukaryotic groups is poor, failing to recover more than 30% of the diversity within most of groups of protists (Fig. 1). Within the rest of the eukaryotes, the UNonMet-PCR primers perform as well or in some cases even better that the analysed universal primers, except in the case of the excavates, where their performance is poor. This is generally the case with V4 universal primers and has been previously reported as a known limitation (Pawlowski et al., 2011).

To see whether these in silico analyses reflected real performance in vivo, we tested the UNonMet-PCR primers on a range of animal-associated communities. The expected amplicon size (600 bp) is at the high end of the size limit that the most recent iterations MiSeq Illumina technology can handle in the best-case scenario (2 × 300 bp). Usually the quality of the sequences at the end of the amplicon pairs tends to be low and those fragments are trimmed, so the realistic amplicon size of MiSeq reads in typically around 500 bp (2 × 250 bp). To enable the merging of paired-ends, we therefore used a two-step approach to proceed with the in vivo test. We amplified the samples with the UNonMet-PCR primers in order to reduce the metazoan signal present and reamplified these products using the primers described by Comeau et al. (2011) that only retrieve 20% of metazoans. The samples analysed came from Ctenophora, Cnidaria (corals) and Bilateria (humans). We did not examine Porifera because the in silico results clearly suggest they are unlikely to work. The resulting read distribution shows that the primers did not perform well with the two species of ctenophores analysed (5 samples), where most of the recovered signal correspondent to the host (Fig. 2B). In contrast, read mapping from corals (11 samples) and humans (19 samples) resulted in less than 10% of the signal coming from animals (Fig. 2B), allowing us to detect or increase the signal of various groups of microeukaryotes associated with these metazoan hosts, or other eukaryotic signal likely associated with the diet of the analysed individuals (most obviously in the high proportion of plant sequences derived from the human samples). A subset of the coral and human samples tested using the UNonMet-PCR primers were reanalyzed using only the Comeau primers to determine the impact of the non-metazoan primers (Fig. 2C). In 8 out of 9 compared samples, there was a significant decrease in the load of metazoan reads, even in those samples were the initial animal signal was very low. In the worst-case scenario, there was a 2-fold reduction of the metazoan reads, whereas the most dramatic reduction was 2,800 times lower.
Discussion

Both the in silico analysis and in vivo results show that the UNonMet-PCR primers work well to significantly reduce the metazoan signal from HTS data sets and constitute a suitable approach to access and study the microeukaryotic communities associated with animal hosts. This pair of primers not only excludes the metazoan signal, but they perform as well or sometimes even better than the most commonly used universal 18S rRNA primers in terms of their ability to amplify V4 from a known range of microeukaryotes. Despite the reduction of metazoan signal, there always remains some host signal that we attribute to non-specific amplification because of the amount of host biomass. The degree of this signal is not sufficient to limit the analysis of microeukaryotes, and indeed we see this as an advantage because it gives an independent identification of the animal host.

The use of non-metazoan primers has important advantages over other methods. First, it eliminates the need to discard most of the sequence data as is the case with universal primers are used alone. It is true that sequencing to greater depth can still allow access to eukaryome diversity, but this is inefficient and expensive (Wilcox and Hollocher, 2018). Second, blocking primers have been successfully used to access the eukaryome, but there is no universal blocking primer that will eliminate all or even most animals, so blocking primers tend to be specific to a particular study (Belda et al., 2017). The UNonMet-PCR primers can be used with most animals, except sponges and perhaps ctenophores, and we show in vivo are effective with corals (cnidarian) and humans (bilaterians), two groups that are far apart in the animal tree of life (Dunn et al., 2014). Third, the 18S rRNA fragment recovered by the UNonMet-PCR covers the V4 region, which provides reasonably good phylogenetic resolution, so the barcoding can be more precise than V9-based data (Pawlowski et al., 2011). A better phylogenetic resolution makes the results useful not only for microbial ecology, but eventually also for diagnosis. Fourth, this method is both relatively simple and inexpensive, making it broadly available, and the data accordingly better comparable between different studies.

The main concern about this approach is the need for a two-step amplification. The use of a two-step amplification also known as nested PCR is not new, it has been
used since the 1980s, mostly for pathogen detection, including parasitic eukaryotes (Snounou et al., 1993). Thus, we are familiar with the methodology pitfalls and limitations. A nested PCR may lead to additional sequencing errors (although we should note the second round involves limited rounds of amplification so it is not clear if this is a significant problem), and two stages of potential amplification bias. The bias is an issue with all methods, and generally samples analysed in the same way give a relative picture, while samples treated in different ways are hard to compare, and this method is much the same in that regard (Hadziavdic et al., 2014). However, this is only a limitation because the size of the amplicon generated by the UNonMet-PCR is slightly larger than can be handled by current Illumina technologies (Bradley et al., 2016). It is not unreasonable to assume that these limitations will soon be eliminated by changes in the sequencing platforms and chemistry that will allow the UNonMet-PCR to be used directly for Illumina libraries (or other chemistries) (van Dijk et al., 2014), which would also make the process even simpler and less expensive.

Conclusions

We have identified and tested a relatively simple solution to an issue that presents a very obvious limitation on microbiome research since the rise of high-throughput metabarcoding was applied to the study of the animal-associated microbial communities. Using the UNonMet-PCR primers will allow research on metazoan host-associated environments to more easily include analyses of eukaryome, providing a much fuller picture of the community and finally begin to fill the knowledge gap in microbiome studies of not only humans, but most animals.

Methods

In silico validation

The in silico test was done using the TestPrime 1.0 (Klindworth et al., 2013) against SILVA 132 RefNR (Quast et al., 2012) allowing no mismatches.

Sampling

Corals were collected from several locations in Curaçao between April 19 and 21, 2015, and Okinawa (Japan) between April 24 and 26, 2015. Whole samples, including skeleton and tissue, were homogenized using mortar and pestle. DNA was extracted with the RNA Powel Soil Total RNA Isolation Kit coupled with the DNA Elution Accessory Kit (MoBio) in the case of the Curaçao samples and DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen) in the case of the Japan samples. Ctenophores were collected from Calvert Island (British Columbia, Canada) between June 5 and 7, 2015. The ctenophore gut and body were extracted and homogenized, and DNA was extracted with DNA Power Soil (MoBio). Human stool samples were obtained from children less than 5 years of age who were hospitalized with acute gastroenteritis from January 2011 to April 2014 in the “Hospital Docente Regional de Cajamarca” located in Cajamarca Department. Stool samples from healthy and Cryptosporidium-infected children (6 to 8 years) have been isolated in a screening parasites campaign in school of “Baños del Inca” located also in Cajamarca Department in rural Northern Peru. Genetic material from faecal suspensions was extracted using the High Pure RNA Isolation Kit (Roche Applied Science) in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. DNA concentration was quantified on a Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.). A complete list of samples is available at Supporting Information Supplementary Table 3.

18S rRNA amplification and Illumina sequencing

The expected amplicon size is at the high end of the size limit that the most recent iterations MiSeq Illumina technology can handle in the best-case scenario (2 x 300 bp). Usually the quality of the sequences at the end of the amplicon pairs tends to be low and those fragments are trimmed, so the realistic amplicon size of MiSeq reads in typically around 500 bp (2 x 250 bp). To enable the merging of paired-ends, we therefore used a two-step approach to proceed with the in vivo test. We amplified the samples with the UNonMet-PCR primers in order to reduce the metazoan signal present and reamplified these products using the primers by Comeau et al. (2011). Eukaryotic microbiome amplicons were prepared using PCR with high-fidelity Phusion polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.), using primers that target the V4 region of 18S rRNA gene, but which exclude metazoan sequences (18S-EUK581-F 5'-GTGCCAG CAGCAGGCG-3', 18S-EUK1134-R 5'-TTTAAGTTTCAG CCTGCGG-3') (Bower et al., 2004). PCR was performed using the following protocol: 30s at 98 °C, followed by 35 cycles each consisting of 10 s at 98 °C, 30 s at 51.1 °C, and 1 min at 72 °C, ending with 5 min at 72 °C. PCR products were visually inspected for successful amplification using gel electrophoresis with 1% agarose gels. PCR products were then cleaned using the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen) and quantified on a Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer. Amplicon sequencing was performed by the Integrated Microbiome Resource facility at the Centre for Comparative Genomics and Evolutionary Bioinformatics at Dalhousie University. PCR amplification from template DNA was performed in duplicate using high-fidelity Phusion polymerase. A single round of PCR
was done using “fusion primers” (Illumina adaptors + indices + specific regions) targeting the V4 region of the Eukaryotic 18S rRNA gene (primer set E572F + E1009R (Comeau et al., 2011); −(−440 bp fragment) with multiplexing. PCR products were verified visually by running a high-throughput Invitrogen 96-well E-gel. The duplicate amplicons from the same samples were pooled in one plate, then cleaned-up and normalized using the high-throughput Invitrogen SequiPrep 96-well Plate Kit. The samples were then pooled to make one library, which was then quantified fluorometrically before sequencing on an Illumina MiSeq using a 300 bp paired-end read design. The 18S rRNA amplicon reads are deposited in the European Nucleotide Archive (PRJEB24453, PRJEB29965) and the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (PRJNA482746).

AmpliCon analysis

AmpliCon reads were processed (dereplication, chimera detection and singleton removal) using VSEARCH (Rognes et al., 2016). Operational taxonomic units (OTU) were clustered at 97% identity using VSEARCH and analysed using QIIME v1.9.1 (Caporaso et al., 2010). The taxonomic identity of each OTU was assigned based on the SILVA 132 RefNR database (Yilmaz et al., 2014), using the assign_taxonomy function in QIIME. OTU that were “unassigned” were inspected using BLAST against the GenBank nr database and manually reassigned to the closest hit if possible. OTU represented by fewer than 1500 reads were excluded from downstream analysis.
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